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Introduction

State laws have a significant impact on public health. Laws can be statutes, which are enacted by Legislatures, or rules (known as regulations in some states), which are adopted by state agencies and departments. The development of rules is a public process, giving advocates the opportunity to influence their adoption.

This primer provides an overview of the formal rulemaking process at the state level and highlights opportunities for public input. While this primer outlines a general framework for state rulemaking, the actual procedures used in each state vary. Advocates should review their state’s administrative rulemaking law for specific information on the process used in their state.

STATE AGENCY RULEMAKING & FUNDRAISING EXEMPTIONS

The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Interim Final Rule, Nutrition Standards for All Foods Sold in School, published in June 2013, established minimum nutrition standards for “competitive foods” — all food sold to students outside of school lunch and breakfast programs. The USDA rule, which took effect on July 1, 2014, allows a special exemption for the sale of food or beverages that do not meet the nutrition standards for the purpose of conducting infrequent school-sponsored fundraisers. The rule authorizes the state agency responsible for administering the school lunch program to specify the number of exempt fundraisers allowed in schools in that state.

Since the interim final rule was published, several state agencies have issued rules instituting the updated nutrition standards and setting the number of exempt fundraisers allowed in schools in their states. As the agencies went through the rulemaking process, local and state advocates on both sides of the debate commented on the proposed rules. Some recommended limiting the number of exempt fundraisers, arguing that these limits were necessary to establish a healthier school environment. Others proposed increasing the number of fundraisers because they felt schools needed the revenue generated by these events. The comment process allowed agencies to hear multiple perspectives on the issue.
States do not require every type of policy, procedure, or practice of an agency to undergo a formal rulemaking process. Common exceptions to the formal rulemaking process include intergovernmental, interagency, or intra-agency memoranda, directives, or communications that do not affect the rights of the public. Many states also exempt interpretive statements, guidelines, or other explanatory materials from formal rulemaking.

Sometimes it can be hard to tell whether a particular agency action falls within one of the exceptions to rulemaking. Case law — court decisions issued when a person or entity challenges an agency action — helps to explain the exceptions in the statutes. A careful review of a state’s statutory and case law is required to determine whether a particular agency action is subject to formal rulemaking.

**SCHOOL WELLNESS COMMITTEES**

The Massachusetts Legislature enacted a law authorizing the state department of public health, in consultation with the department of education, to enact rules governing school wellness committees. The public health department then adopted a rule that provided specific requirements of wellness committees, including how they can be established, membership requirements, meeting requirements, and duties of the committees. If the department decides to refine these details, it has the authority to amend the rule; it does not need to ask state legislators to amend the legislation.
State agencies adopt rules to:

- Fill in the details of legislation;
- Implement, interpret, or set policy; and/or
- Establish practice or procedural requirements of the agency.

State agencies engage in a formal rulemaking process to:

- Ensure all interested persons are aware of a proposed rule and its requirements so that they can comply with the rule;
- Allow affected parties and the general public an opportunity to express their views on the proposed rule;
- Gather information that can help staff to develop and implement the rule;
- Create an administrative record ensuring that if the rule is challenged in court, the court has the information necessary to make a decision;
- Allow a full and fair analysis of the impact and validity of a proposed rule; and
- Prevent secret rulemaking.
State rulemaking usually involves several phases, including providing notice that the agency is considering adopting or amending a rule; taking public comment; and approving and adopting the final rule.

The Rulemaking Process

**Notice to Public**

**STEP 1**

**Public Comment**

**STEP 2**

**Adoption of the Rule**

**STEP 3**
STEP ONE

Notice to the Public

A state agency generally must provide notice to the public that it plans to adopt or amend a rule. Many states require an agency to send written notice to parties who have submitted written notification requests.¹⁰

Typically, the notice must contain a copy of the proposed rule; a summary or digest of the proposed rule; the law under which the rule is proposed; the date and time of any public hearing on the rule; and the procedure to submit comments on the proposed rule.¹¹ States may also require an agency to include a fiscal analysis of the costs or savings of the proposed rule to government as well as the estimated economic effect of the proposed rule on businesses to be regulated.¹²

The purpose of providing notice to the public is to make sure interested parties are aware of any proposed rule and invited to provide feedback.¹³ It allows the agency to receive comments, reactions, and additional information prior to finalizing a rule, particularly from those who will be affected by the rule.¹⁴

Tips for Advocates

Advocates can request notice of proposed rules from the agencies that oversee their areas of interest. They can also create “alert notices” to spread throughout their networks when agencies issue notices of proposed rules.
STEP TWO

Public Comment

After providing public notice, an agency must take written comments (sometimes electronically). Many also hold a public hearing to take oral comments before adopting a rule. In some states, such as California, if the agency does not schedule a public hearing on a proposed rule, an “interested person” may submit a written request for the agency to hold a public hearing, and the agency must do so. State laws usually require the agency to consider the comments before adopting a rule by including them in the administrative record.

While in some situations an agency may specifically ask for comments on a particular part of a rule, generally members of the public are able to comment on any aspect of a rule. The public can support positive aspects of a rule, criticize all or part of a rule, provide valuable information on the subject area of a rule, or highlight potential negative outcomes or effects.

Tips for Advocates

The public comment period is the opportunity to shape the final rule. Advocates should work together to review and evaluate the proposed rule and develop a model comment expressing their views. They should circulate the model among their networks, and ask those in the network to submit comments. If they have time, individual organizations can tailor model comments to ensure their unique perspective comes through.

Advocates and stakeholders are more likely to affect the final rule if a large number of community members submit similar comments. For that reason, it’s important for advocates to submit comments — even when they are in agreement with the rule — in order to counter any negative comments the agency might receive.

Advocates can also attend the public hearings on a proposed rule and give oral comments. Public advocacy at a hearing is often very effective. More resources for advocates are available at the American Heart Association’s Voices for Healthy Kids website.

PUBLIC COMMENT & LOBBYING

Nonprofit organizations that receive their nonprofit status under 501(c)(3) may submit comments to state agencies on proposed rules without jeopardizing their nonprofit status; under federal law, this activity does not constitute lobbying. For more information about lobbying, visit the Alliance for Justice’s website.
STEP THREE

Adoption of the Rule

Once an agency has taken public comment, it generally must take one of three actions: approve the rule; terminate the rulemaking process; or, if state law allows, extend the period for rulemaking. The final process required to formally adopt a rule is different in each state. Advocates should become familiar with the process in their state.

In many states, the agency must submit its rule to a particular independent commission or the legislature for review and approval before the rule is finally adopted. The reviewing body either approves the rule and transmits it for filing, or disapproves it within a specified number of days following submission. In some states, if the reviewing body fails to act within the specified timeframe, the rule is considered to be approved. If the regulation is disapproved, it is returned to the agency with a statement of reasons for the disapproval. Under certain conditions, the agency may rewrite and resubmit the regulation. State law may also require that legislative counsel review and approve the rule before it is considered to be adopted.

Generally, adopted rules are filed with a state entity, such as the Secretary of State, and eventually published in a register and placed into the state’s administrative code. State law establishes when an adopted rule is effective.

Tips for Advocates

Advocates should follow the rulemaking process, noting to whom the rule is referred and tracking the rule’s status in the review process. Should additional information be necessary, advocates can offer to educate those reviewing the rule. Advocates can use action alerts or comments to mobilize grassroots support. Convening a group of community members to educate the reviewing body can ensure that the rule is fairly and accurately interpreting the intent of the law or regulation, and that no stakeholders are negatively impacted.

Once a final rule has been issued, advocates should analyze how the rule might affect their stakeholders, and prepare for implementation. Advocates should also consider any technical assistance their stakeholders might need and prepare accordingly.
An adopted rule may be changed through several advocacy channels, including by petition to the agency or a challenge in court.

Many states allow any “interested person” to petition a state agency to adopt, amend, or repeal a rule. Generally, once an agency receives a petition, it must either issue a written denial explaining the reasons for the denial, or initiate rulemaking procedures. Allowing petitions for rule changes recognizes that rules and policies may need to be adapted to meet changing circumstances.

Rules can also be challenged in court. A state’s constitution, as well as its statutory and case law, determines how a rule can be challenged.

One type of challenge is on procedural grounds. Agencies must adopt rules in accordance with the state laws governing rulemaking. An agency’s failure to follow those procedures may invalidate the rule. Generally, however, the agency must demonstrate only “substantial” compliance; in other words, it doesn’t have to show it followed the procedures perfectly. And in some jurisdictions, such as Georgia and Texas, there is only a limited time period (two years in those states) in which to allege that a rule is invalid on this basis.

For example, in *Naturist Action Committee v. California State Dept. of Parks & Recreation*, the Naturist Action Committee challenged the department’s action to prohibit nude sunbathing at a particular beach. The plaintiffs argued that the department did not follow the administrative rulemaking process when changing the policy on nude sunbathing, rendering the change invalid. The court agreed with the plaintiffs, but held that the original policy, which permitted nude sunbathing, should have been instituted by formal rulemaking procedures as well. The court banned nude sunbathing, determining that the department’s action amounted to discontinuing a policy that was invalid to begin with.
Another court challenge is on the grounds that the rule is inconsistent with or exceeds the statute that the rule is supposed to implement.\textsuperscript{31} An administrative rule exceeds its statutory authority if it conflicts with the language of the statute or the legislative intent of the statute.\textsuperscript{32}

In \textit{Georgia Dept. of Community Health v. Dillard},\textsuperscript{33} for example, the court struck down a regulation because it exceeded the authorizing statute. The statute expressly gave state employees the right to request a hearing before an administrative law judge when appealing terminations of employment.\textsuperscript{34} But the regulation allowed the administrative law judge to decide the appeal without holding a hearing. The court found that because the statute expressly allowed the employee to request a hearing and the regulation did not, the regulation was contrary to the law.\textsuperscript{35}

Finally, a third type of court challenge is that a rule is “arbitrary and capricious” or unreasonable.\textsuperscript{36} Generally, a rule is found to be reasonable as long as it is directed toward carrying out or implementing the goals of the statute.\textsuperscript{37}

Conclusion

When state agencies develop and adopt rules that affect the public’s health, advocates have a variety of opportunities to influence that policy. By understanding the rulemaking process, advocates can ensure their voices are heard.
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